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Roger and I shared a table and Roger treated us. I
knew I liked those guys.

BY TOBY KRUGER

THURSDAY, MAY 31 was the first day of the Fest. In
the morning, I went to the Museum of American Glass
to see The Artistry of Rick Ayotte From the Collection
of Gordon Park. There were 125 wonderful weights
and sculptures from Gordon Park’s collection of 750
Ayottes. Gordon collects other artists and objects,
too. I was delighted to see that Gordon, Rick and
Clara Ayotte were also evaluating the exhibition.
They gave me a private tour. Upon exiting, I met up
with Don Formigli and my roommate for the Fest,
Jill Bauersfeld. After we registered at the Gallery of
Fine Craft, we had lunch at Runaway Chefs with Carl
Carter and Robert White from Austin TX. The food
was good and the conversation was lively. Other
attendees chose a Make Your Own Experience in
the Glass Studio. With Jim Brown or Drew Ebelhare,
they could work on millefiori designs. Lampwork
collaborations were with Melissa Ayotte, David
Graeber and Gordon Smith. Where else could
novices have such a great opportunity? Oh, yes.

For the fourth time, Delaware Valley PCA partnered
with WheatonArts to produce Paperweight Fest. And
we really got it right this time. With Andy Dohan,
Boyd England and the dedicated, over-worked staff
at Wheaton, a successful event was created. The
weather cooperated and so did all of the participants,
artists, dealers and guests. The catered food was
good and lines were quickly served. I digress. This
is my story.

DVPCA members at the 2012 Paperweight Fest

For some reason, I decided to arrive a day early. I
arrived at the Country Inn around 3:00; I checked-in
then went to the Administration Building and spoke
to Susan Gogan, Cathy Nolan and Beverly Narbut,
who assured me that everything was under control.
I was pleased; therefore I shopped. On returning to
the hotel, I met Ben Drabeck, Roger Jacobsen, Susie
Jacobson and Phil Edelman. Since the restaurant
at the Country Inn had closed, we chose to dine in
Millville at the elegant restaurant—Winfield’s. Ben,

Make our own - Jim Brown and John Hawley
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American Millefiori.” covered the important glass
factories: Gillinder and Sons, Union, New England
Glass Co and The Boston and Sandwich Co.
Apparently canes went from one company to another,

With a full stomach and an adventuresome spirit, I
joined Jill Bauersfeld, Helen Bodine, Elaine Cafritz,
Andy Dohan, Boyd England, Don Formigli and our
guide Michael Hogan on a Guided Nature Walk. We
followed old railroad tracks into the woods. I still have
sand in my shoes and regrets.
From 6 p.m.-9 p.m. The Artists Fair and Dealers
Fair took place in the Event Center. Fourteen dealers
and artists set up booths for the entire Fest, while a
few artists set up just for the evening. Included were:
A.G. Paperweight Shop, Clinton Smith Glass Artisan,
Dunlop’s Crystal Vault Gallery, Ebelhare Art Glass,
Gem Antiques, Roger Jacobsen, Leo Kaplan, Ltd.,

Elliot Heath, Jim Lefever, Bonnie Geiger, Toby Kruger and
Rosalyn Heith taking a break at the
Paperweight Fest Dealers Fair.

as did the workers. These are some of the canes
mentioned: rods, tubes, cogs (from 6-8 to 10-26
points) pinwheels. They were made into scrambles,
close concentrics, crosses and rings with floral
centers. In addition, there were silhouette canes with
whimsical subjects: rabbits, bees, hearts, butterflies
and eagles. (My apologies to John Hawley, whose
delivery was much better than my description.) John
is scheduled to be a guest speaker at our July 21

Gordon Smith being honored for 30 years of making
paperweights at 2012 Paperweight Fest

Lundberg Studios, Therese McNamara, William Pitt,
Ron Roberts, Marty Schneider Antiques, L.H. Selman
Ltd, Sherwin Art Glass and Mayauel Ward. Truly,
there was something for everyone and sometimes
more. Gourmet finger food and wine were provided
and a cordial mood prevailed. Since the Dealers
Fair hours were limited this Fest, by mutual consent,
buying seemed to be brisk from the start.
FRIDAY, JUNE 1 the first session began in the
Heritage House with greetings from Susan Gogan,
WheatonArts Executive Director, Gay LeCleire Taylor,
Museum of American Glass Curator (retired) and
Andy Dohan, DVPCA. The three morning programs
were interesting and packed with information. First
was Gordon Park describing his “Rick Ayotte
Collection” He said the characteristics included
superb quality, creativity, the love of nature, variety.
The weights cover a 34 year period of innovation
and experimentation with changes every few weeks
and with titles to add to the interpretations. There are
roses, birds, glasscapes, still lifes, upright illusions,
hallucinations, cubes, blocks, bowls and much more.
Next, John Hawley’s presentation “19th Century

Pre-Conference Guided Nature Walk - Helend Bodine, Jill
Baursfeld, Toby Kruger, Elaine Cafritz, Andy Dohan, Boyd
England and hike leader Michael Hogan.

meeting. For a change of pace, Dean Six “West
Virginia Paperweights and Their Makers” informed
us about the 200 year history of glass making in West
Virginia, often referred to as Mid-Western. Although
there were 500 glass factories there, few names are
known. One name would be John Gentile, who by
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the 1970’s was just making paperweights of ice pick
flowers and other designs which were affordable,
starter pieces. Frit weights on colored grounds were
popular and marbles brought in more money than the
weights. There is now a Museum of American Glass
in West Virginia which is located in Weston, WV.

who founded the Paperweight Collectors Association
(PCA) .The first purchases were sulphides of John
F. Kennedy: some may still be in their basement. I
even have a few. Later purchases included: The Bird
in the Nest, which sold in 1990 for $181,000; the
Pantin Silkworm; and the Clichy Basket .She gave
other examples of fine purchases and sales and the
funny story about Adi Da, the spiritual advisor. She
concluded with weights in her personal collection.
The formal presentations concluded with Ben and
Mitch Clark, from L.H. Selman Ltd, illustrating “Best
of the Best in the First Ten Years.” They explained
that they spent 3-1/2 months in California training
with Larry Selman before bringing the business to
Chicago. They told the history of Larry Selman as he
developed from college professor before he founded
the paperweight business in 1969. He put ads all
over the country in printed catalogs and then held
auctions He became friendly with Paul Jokelson and
had Rubloff as a customer. The rest is history.

With the morning sessions completed, the catered
lunch was served buffet style. There were lots
of well-prepared choices, and four lines for rapid
selections. Everyone seemed pleased with the
meal and the Artist Lunch and Learns presented
by Drew Ebelhare, Clinton Smith, Chris Sherwin,
Damon MacNaught followed. From 2:30-4:00, there
were demonstrations in the Glass Studio. David
Graeber and Gordon Smith collaborated to make a
two- sided weight. Mayauel Ward started to make a
vase which turned into a sculpture. It is a treat to see
these exceptional artists at work.

Today’s lunch was another success, only eclipsed by
the fine Lunch and Learn presenters: David Graeber,
Eric Hansen, Colin Richardson. After lunch the
Dealers Fair was open to the public, and with an added
feature-- a book signing by Paul Stankard of “Beauty
Beyond Nature: The Glass Art of Paul Stankard”
and “No Green Berries or Leaves: The Creative
Journey of an Artist in Glass.” In the Glass Studio,
there was a Glassworkers Jam Session coupled
with demonstrations of torch and tank background
techniques: Jasper, marbrie, latticinio, muslin, color,
frontal and reverse pickups and Whitefriars style of
encasements. Karen Kozlowski, Joe Mattson and
Gordon Smith did the work in the absence of Don
Friel, who had an Achilles tendon injury. Jill attended
this fascinating demonstration: I shopped.

Artists at 2012 Paperweight Fest

The Dealers Fair was open from 4: 00-6:00 pm.
Afterwards, the participants traveled to the many
area restaurants. My group and many others went to
the Maplewood III. We met and got acquainted with
David and Sharon Guise from Dover, PA, who joined
our chapter soon after the dinner.

From 6:30-9:30 pm at the Banquet we enjoyed a
delicious meal, delightful company, and some lucky
participants won door prizes. The raffle prize winners
were not on site. I asked all of the DVPCA members
or DVPCA want-to-bees to assemble outside for a
group picture (Diane Atkerson would have been
proud.) One quarter of the total number of participants
showed up. At the tables there was a nice mix of:
staff, artists, dealers and attendees. Afterwards, the
party continued on the Country Inn porch. Thank you
Andy and Boyd, you made it seem so effortless and
DVPCA look so good.

SATURDAY, JUNE 2 started on a high note with the
session by Paul Dunlap entitled “Pictorial Review
of Lesser Known Antique French/European
Paperweights.” It was an interesting suggestion that
there were many other factories besides the ones we
know existed. Often discussed are: Baccarat, Clichy,
Pantin, Saint Louis and St Mande. The evidence of
the work of the “new” factories was well-illustrated in
the PowerPoint presentation. Susie Kaplan Jacobson
reminisced about her years at Leo Kaplan Ltd. in
“Paperweights, Memories, Musings and Mania.”
In the 1960’s, Leo Kaplan contacted Paul Jokelson,

DVPCA
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OUR 20TH ANNIVERSARY SUNDAY EVENT
ABOUT THE GROUNDS FOR SCULPTURE

Our tour will include as much of the grounds as
possible in approximately two hours. Please see
Summer Meeting Announcement at the end of
this newsletter for details of our visit.

The Grounds for Sculpture (GFS) is located
near Trenton, NJ in Hamilton, NJ on the former
grounds of the New Jersey State Fair. Fairs were
held on the site regularly from 1888 until 1980.
In 1989 construction was started and in 1992 the
GFS was opened to the public with no admission
charged. Founded by J. Seward Johnson it
became a not for profit corporation in 2000
supported by admissions and memberships.
It currently encompasses 42 acres and is
constantly evolving and growing with over 240
works on exhibit both indoors and throughout
the grounds. Approximately 15 new sculptures
are added to the outdoor exhibits each year. The
buildings on the site remain from its fair grounds
days although renovated and relocated.

Don Formigli, your unofficial tour guide.

J. Seward Johnson, the founder, is known for his
real life sculptures seen in public spaces all over
the world. In the GFS he has reproduced several
French impressionist paintings in 3-D sculptures
including Renoir’s The Boating Party, Manet’s
Luncheon on the Grass and Monet’s Travels on
the Steps of Claude Monet and Madame Monet
and her son. Walk inside these paintings for a
whole new experience.

Looking down on 3 contrasting style sculptures

The GFS is also a 42 acre arboretum and includes
a restaurant, café, outdoor café tables, gift shops
and a water garden. Temporary exhibits are
changed three times a year with gala receptions
at each new exhibit opening.

Stainless Steel Portal

Last year a seven acre meadow was added to
the grounds with a temporary exhibit titled “Aerial
Roots” with 23 sculptures by artist Steve Tobin.
This exhibit continues through this summer.
These artworks are constructed from steel pipes
and range from human to monumental scale.
Also currently on temporary exhibit are huge
inflatable sculptures in the Museum and water
bottle constructions in the Domestic Arts Building.
Just last month a new gallery was opened for
private events which holds an overwhelming
sensual exhibit titled “Canutopia” by Ming Fay.
Stone Portal
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Stanley B. Kruger
Memorial Library Fund
at WheatonArts
SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY
WEEKEND RAFFLE
The 9 pictured shadow boxes made by Andy Dohan
with millifiori canes and colored glass have been
donated to DVPCA to be raffled off at our July
meeting. All of the proceeds will go to the Stanley
B. Kruger Memorial Library Fund at Wheaton Arts.
This raffle will be in place of our regular raffle. The
tickets will be sold for $10 each, 3 for $25 and 7 for
$50. You may purchase tickets even though you do
not attend. Winners not attending will get their box
shipped at no extra cost to the winner or DVPCA.
Non-attendees may send a check made out to DVPCA
to Don Formigli, 455 Stonybrook Dr., Levittown, PA
and ticket stubs will be mailed to you.

World Paperweights
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Review of Events
DVPCA Spring Meeting
April 21, 2012

with a cocktail Party at the Grand Staircase and
a celebratory dinner with entertainment in the
museum’s wonderfully restored Chicago Stock
Exchange Room. On Saturday there is a full day of
paperweight artist presentations and sales event.
In the evening there will be an exclusive dinner at
the Drie House Museum – built by a rich Chicago
banker in the late 1800s. Entertainment and an
exhibit of antique paperweights on loan from private
collections highlight the evening. The venue is small
and the seating is limited so if you want to attend this
event apply soon.

The Spring Meeting of the Delaware Valley
Paperweight Collector’s Association was held on
Saturday, April 21, 2012 at Williamson’s Restaurant
in Horsham, PA. We had a wonderful turnout
including for the first time representatives of the new
Chicago L.H. Selman Ltd., Mitchell and Ben Clark
and Alexis Magaro. They drove twelve hours to be
with us and brought a wonderful selection of weights
for our perusal and would be our morning speakers.
We also had an “old-time” member come back to
visit from Lancaster, Teresa Sullivan, who brought
some selections from her collection for sale. Joining
us as part of their vacations from the Arizona were
Royce and Terye Van Sanford from Phoenix.

You are encouraged to spend Sunday to tour Chicago
attractions. The L.H. Selman Ltd. gallery featuring
the largest selection of the finest paperweights for
sale in the world will be open all weekend for your
consideration.
The weekend’s ticket sales will be donated to the
International Paperweight Society Foundation,
a
not-for-profit
organization,
chartered
to
expand awareness and promote the art of glass
paperweights. Special Pricing is available for a short
time as space is limited. Call or email Selman’s for
more information and a list of places to stay close to
the event venues.

PRESIDENT’S WELCOME
President Toby Kruger welcomed us all and called
the meeting to order at eleven o’clock. She regretfully
told us that our afternoon speaker, Jim Brown of
Lebanon, Tennessee was unable to be here today.
In his place we are pleased to have one of our own
members - artist Gordon Smith. She then introduced
the “crew” from Selman’s who would be telling us how
the “Rubloff Collection” at the Chicago Art Institute
will double in size, their upcoming events and the
International Paperweight Society Foundation’s
agreement with the Chicago Art Institute.

Ben Clark spoke to our group on how L.H.Selman,
Ltd. is “Going Forward” to ensure that interest in
paperweight collecting reaches the next generations.
They have decided to reintroduce their printed
brochures as well as keeping their emailed updates
to their catalogs. This was greeted with much
enthusiasm by the membership. They are also
redeveloping their website and auction site. Look
for an upcoming art blog as well as videos of artists
at work on YouTube. They have been working with
the Junior League to have demonstrations and are
looking for new ways to share the art of paperweight
making and the joy of collecting. If you have any
ideas they are open to suggestions.

MORNING PROGRAM
First up was Alexis Magaro who gave us a brief review
of how the three of them had worked together at L.H.
Selman in California for a few months to learn the
business and then brought the business to Chicago
2 ½ years ago to their current location in the Fine
Arts Building across from Grant Park. She especially
wanted to let us know about an upcoming event
being held in Chicago on September 28-30th of this
year. “Celebrate the Paperweight” will be hosted by
the International Paperweight Society Foundation,
L.H. Selman Ltd., and the Clark Family who joined
together to expand the museum for the exhibition
of the Arthur Rubloff Paperweight Collection. The
weekend celebration is in honor of Paul Jokelson,
founder of the Paperweight Collectors Association
and author of many books on paperweight
manufacture and collecting.

Next was a wonderful slide show previewing the
upcoming auction event. Ben narrated and answered
questions right up to lunch time and let the slide
show continue throughout our luncheon.
LUNCH was followed by our raffle which netted
$150. Please remember that the items for the raffle
are contributed by our members – search your attic
and display cabinets for things to delight our group!
The silent auction of a Perthshire weight previously

Friday’s events include an after hours private
reception at the Chicago Art Institute Museum
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WEIGHTS
Graeber
Glass

ArtLTD.
Glass Studio
LeoGalactic
KapLan

made to your design by top Scottish artists
David
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Money back
guarantee.
500+ other weights in stock
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For the finest antique andVirginia
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paperweights
& Tony57th
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www.paperweightsplus.com
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10022
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Tel: (212) 355-7212 fax:
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Harvey and Doris Robinson
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Fine Contemporary and Antique Paperweights
at Special Discount Prices!!
(Paperweight shown Boston & Sandwich
Red Poinsettia. Call for price.)
Contact us for more information.
Website: www.robinsonpaperweights.com
E-mail: robinsonpaperweights@gmail.com
Phone: (617) 928-5432 Toll Free: (800) 472-9003

Visit my website
for the
largest online selection
dorflinger
glass
paperweights
of contemporary & antique paperweights at
Will send or emailcompetitive
pictures for comparison.
prices.
Contact:
FRANK
GARDNER
www.wpitt.comH.Email:
wpitt@aol.com
631
Susquehanna
Street
Forest
PA 18421MA 02719
16 Sconticut
Neck
Road
#312City,
• Fairhaven,
Tel: (570) 785-3621 508-993-9434
Email: fgardner@nep.net

ROGER JACOBSEN

Advertise Here!
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Paperweights of Quality
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Sandwich, MA 02563
508-888-7591
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INtERNAtIONAl PAPERwEIGHt
SOCIEty FOuNDAtION
Nancy Alfano
Casey
Boll
Executive
Executive Director
www.IPSFoundation.com
IPSF@paperweight.com 312.419.0403

10310 Lynnhaven Ave.
Lubbock, TX 79423
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President – Toby Kruger
Vice-President – Jim Lefever
Treasurer – Don Formigli
Recording Secretary – Jill Bauersfeld
Corresponding Secretary – Sue Sutton
AVA – Andrew Scott

appreciated. Showing how the scales of a fish, the
coils of a coral snake, the hairs on a tarantula’s legs,
or partially opened snake eggs are created one at a
time. Then how the set-up is grouped together and
arranged and finally how the crystal is so carefully
dropped over the set-up and the weight is shaped,
polished, and cooled to finally produce a weight with
the diameter of 3 ½ inches.
Gordon Smith is not only a wonderfully creative
paperweight artist but a delightful teacher. He
made the difficult and skillful miniature lampwork
creations seem easy. We were all fascinated by
his descriptions of the techniques he has learned
through many hours of hard work, dedication and
precision. We appreciate his sharing of his joy and
occasional frustrations!

AFTERNOON SPEAKER
Filling in at the last moment is our friend and chapter
member Gordon Smith. A native of Southern New
Jersey he grew up surrounded by the tradition of
glasswork and began experimenting with hot glass
at the age of fourteen. He received formal glass
training at Salem County Community College and
worked as a scientific glassblower and became
exposed to paperweights through the work of James
and Nontas Kontes who mentored his growth as a
self-taught glass artist. He volunteered at what was
the Wheaton Historic Village (now WheatonArts) and
learned the traditional techniques of glassblowers.
He says that “to this day, I continue to learn new
techniques for working glass, through research, trial
and error, and by participating in workshops.

FINAL REMINDERS
Don’t forget to sign up for Paperweight Fest! Take
a last look at Selman’s Tables and the displays by
our members. Remember to bring Raffle Prizes
and consider inviting a family member, friend, or
neighbor to participate in our group – you may be
starting someone on a lifelong interest in the Art of
the Paperweight!

Today Gordon presented a slideshow which he
narrated with many asides for questions from the
audience. He had chosen groups of slides from
multiple programs that he has made in order that the
labor intensity of lampwork paperweights might be

Jim Perna and Bob Straub

Respectfully submitted,
Jill Bauersfeld

Ben Clark, Alexis Magaro and Sandy Mikelberg

Mitch Clark, Gordon Smith, Toby Kruger, Alexis
Magaro and Ben Clark

Gordon Smith with Diane Atkerson
and her new snake weight

Sandy Mikelberg, Dorthy Disney, Pam Campe,
Nancy Scott and Jean Kiefner
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A NEW PAPERWEIGHT GROUP
AMERICAN PAPERWEIGHT CIRCLE
By Phil Edelman

NEWS FROM THE LENDING LIBRARY
Diane Atkerson
I was delighted to see that six books were borrowed at
the last meeting. Bravo for those who did so... now, it is
your turn to see what other great books we have for your
reading pleasure. Here are three reviews that hope you find
interesting enough to possibly want to check them out.

In December of 2011 Dean Six, Executive Director
Museum of American Glass West Virginia, sent an email
announcing the formation of the American Paperweight
Circle. The Museum of American Glass in West Virginia
was the recipient of paperweights and associated glass
from the Degenhart Paperweight and Glass Museum in
Ohio. As a result of the additional items donated to the
museum’s collection Dean believed that forming a group
dedicated to educating and networking collectors of
American paperweights, both antique and modern, would
be beneficial. The group would meet several times a year;
have no officers, no dues and no official business. The initial
meeting was scheduled for March 2012 at the museum.

ANTIQUE GLASS PAPERWEIGHTS FROM FRANCE Patricia McCawley. England. 1968. 92 pages. As the
secretary to the publisher of this book, David Spink, the
author had the opportunity for many years to handle
many French paperweights from the three main factories.
Even though there had been books written on the subject
they were hard to come by.. thus this book. The book is
done in manner that each type of design is discussed in
alphabetical order- ex: Bird and Nest, Butterflies to Swirls
and each companies description of each, if they made that
particular design. Various factory canes are also discussed.
Very nice glossary and index . Quite a few photographs
with many in color.

In keeping with the Kaplan tradition of assisting all
paperweight groups Susie Kaplan Jacobson, Phil Edelman
and Gordon Smith attended the opening session. On
Friday, March 30, 2012, Susie and Phil went on a leisurely
drive, some 450 miles, through the scenic Appalachian
Mountains to the Stonewall Resort in Roanoke WV, where
they met up with Gordon. The next morning it was on to
Weston, WV and the museum. What a pleasant surprise!
The town has 4,300 plus residents and the museum is
located in a former J.C. Penny store. The museum has a
library, research center, museum shop and over 12,000
items on exhibit with an additional 20,000 items in storage.
The items range from flint glass, tools, and paperweights to
cameo glass. The museum is in the final fund raising stage
for a two story addition for accessioning, work space and
class room space for leaded/stained glass and flame work
classes. The museum has an extensive website, www.
magwv.com, which fully describes the museum‘s facilities
and programs.

THE ART OF THE PAPERWEIGHT -PERTHSHIRE
Lawrence H. Selman with the cooperation of Stuart
Drysdale. 1983. 99 pages. One can never go wrong
reading a Selman book. Even though Perthshire is no
longer with us, the reader can enjoy reading what it
was like in the town of Crieff, Scotland, where this glass
factory was established. Chapters include the making of
paperweights, millefiori, making canes, silhouette canes
before stretching, arranging millefiori canes before the
molten glass is added, lampwork and of course many
wonderful photographs in color with descriptions beside
them. Another small book loaded with much information.
Includes a lengthy glossary.
OLD ENGLISH PAPERWEIGHTS
Robert Hall. England. 1998. 186 pages. Collectors are
usually familiar with the big three French manufacturers
but not much is known about the English makers from early
time to the present. This book is dedicated solely to this
subject containing examples from the early 19th century
to1980. The over 400 color photographs are outstanding
with detailed descriptions that should help any collector be
able to identify any unknown English paperweights in their
collection. Glossary.

The meeting, which was well publicized, was open to the
public and well attended. Several of the attendees traveled
over two hours. The morning was devoted to the viewing
of a variety of paperweights presented by Leo Kaplan Ltd,
William Pitt, Jim Lefever plus local paperweight artists and
collectors. The scope of weights exhibited were a treat
for all the attendees. Refreshments were provided by
the museum’s volunteers at a nominal cost. At 1 pm an
informal meeting commenced. A presentation provided by
Drew Ebelhere was shown. Gordon Smith presented an
audio visual talk on his paperweight artistry that captivated
the audience. Concluding the opening session Dean Six
moderated a discussion as to when the next session
should be held and what steps should be taken enhance
the experience of all. The success of the initial meeting of
the American Paperweight Circle resulted in scheduling a
second meeting for next year.

DVPCA

Dean and all the museum’s volunteers should be
congratulated for their hospitality and a job well done.
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The Scramble
July 21, 2012

CALENDAR

Advance Meeting Dates, Guests and Related Events

Welcome to new members Jim and Kathy Bussman
from Long Valley, NJ and also David and Sharon
Guise from Dover, PA. We look forward to seeing
them at upcoming meetings.

October 20, 2012: Fall Elections meeting, “Acquired
at 2012 Paperweight Fest” Show and Tell.
Guest Dealer: Rober Jacobson from Lubbock, TX.
Guest Artist: Ed Kachurik from New Kensington
PA.

Our scheduled April guest artist, Jim Brown, had
to cancel due to back problems but loyal member
Gordon Smith graciously filled in with a much
appreciated program.

January 26, 2013: TBA.
Guest Dealer: Leo Kaplan from New York City, NY.
Guest Artist: Ed Poore from Sagamore, MA.

Those members who attended Paperweight Fest
last month may have seen the specially designed
acrylic paperweight stands being shown by Bruce
Shoenfelder, one of the attendees. They are designed
for viewing at eye level and received wide approval.
DVPCA has purchased some of these stands for
sale at our meetings. The price will be $4.00 each.

April 20, 2013: TBA.
Guest Dealer: L.H. Selman from Chicago, IL.

Paperweights were recently featured in The Flint
Institute of Arts in Flint, Mich. The exhibit titled
Captured in Glass: Historic and Contemporary
Paperweights only ran for a short time ending on June
10th. The more than 200 paperweights that were in
the exhibit were contributed by private individuals, a
gallery and L.H. Selman.

October 19, 2013: TBA.
Guest Dealer: Ben Drabeck from Shutesbury, MA.

June 5 - 8, 2013: Paperweight Collectors Association
Biannual Convention in New Orleans, LA.
July 20 - 21, 2013: TBA.
Guest Dealer: William Pitt from Fairhaven, MA.

All Saturday Meetings at:
WILLIAMSOM’S RESTAURANT, HORSHAM, PA
SAVE THESE DATES AND PLAN TO ATTEND!

DVPCA

MEET NEW MEMBERS
BOB AND NANCY STRAUB

glass, probably Czech) that an uncle of mine had on his
desk. I still remember it, but unfortunately, he can’t. Maybe
that helped, too. I really started collecting when Nancy
encouraged me (soon after we married), for which I thank
her. In return, I encourage and often contribute to her
collection of American art pottery. She often contributes to
my collection, too. Interest in each other’s collections has
helped make 38 years together a lot of fun.

Nancy and I have been married for 38 years. We have two
kids: a son, single, in Lancaster, PA, and a daughter, married,
in Wenatchee, Washington. We’ve been retired since we
moved from Long Island, NY to Ephrata, PA in 2005.
My interest in paperweights began after viewing the
Smithsonian collection sometime in 1965/1966. Earlier, in
the 1950s, I had been fascinated by a paperweight (tall,

My collection of about 200 weights spans a wide range, from
inexpensive Chinese and Murano examples, through a good
handful of antique French and American weights, modern
French, Scottish and American ones, a couple that I made
at Wheaton Arts, to the prize of the collection, a Stankard
orb that we won at a Paperweight Fest a few years ago [only
way I could have afforded it-- ;-) ].
Going from a nice middle-class income to drawing down
a nest egg has slowed my rate of purchases, but not my
interest. We’ve been having a great time inventorying,
photographing (such as my limited talents allow) and
reasearching the 200 weight collection at Franklin and
Marshall University in Lancaster.
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20th Anniversary
Celebration Weekend
Saturday, July 21, 2012

LUNCHEON RESERVATIONS
July 21, 2012

At Williamson Restaurant, 200 Blair Mill Road (Route
611/Easton Road at Blair Mill Road) Horsham, PA.
Located two traffic lights north of PA. Turnpike Exit
343 (Doylestown/Willow Grove).
Telephone (215) 675-5454
10:00 AM Paperweight Fair with Guest Dealer
William Pitt from Fairhaven, MA and Guest
artist David Graeber from Westmont, NJ
11:00 AM Speaker: John Hawley from Hernando,
FL. “Gillender (and other glass factories)
at the Centennial Exhibition”
12 Noon Lunch and sale of special raffle tickets.

Luncheon Choices @ $20 per person
(#) of Persons Attending
(#) Boneless Breast of Chicken Maryland
		
Bacon and Supreme Sauce
(#) Fresh Jumbo Lump Crab Cakes
		
Horseradish Aioli

$

Luncheon Total

Garden Party Reservations @ $15 per person
(#) of Persons Attending
(#) Garden Party Total

$

1:00 PM Business Meeting, reports from floor,
raffle, etc.
1:30 PM Guest Artist David Graeber will give a
presentation about his work,
2:30 PM Paperweight fair continues
4:00 PM Our members will caravan to the home of
Andrew and Nancy Scott for our annual
catered Garden Party.
Sunday, July 22, 2012
The club will convene at the Grounds for Sculpture
in Hamilton, NJ for a guided tour. Directions will
be provided at the meeting. Since the gate opens
at 10:00 am it will take some time for everyone to
get admitted but please try to arrive on time before
the crowds. After parking please congregate at the
Visitor Center across from the gate. After a two hour
walking tour we will end at the Peacock Café for a
cash lunch with seating in the Courtyard.
Admission is $12.00 for adults and $10 for seniors
65 and older. Please pay at the gate as you enter.

DVPCA
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Grand Total

Names

Please mail this tear off slip with your
selections and check to:

DVPCA

c/o Don Formigli, Treasurer
455 Stonybrook Drive
Levittown, PA 19055

NO LATER THAN JULY 16, 2012

Address service Requested
Address Service Requested
5 Johnson Lane
Voorhees, NJ 08043-4123
5 Johnson Lane
Voorhees, NJ 08043-4123
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Association and WheatonArts
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145 Sawgrass Drive
Blue Bell, PA 19422
PH: (484) 744-3973

Millville, NJ

Graeber art Glass

Leo KapLan LTD.
For the finest antique and contemporary paperweights
Now located at 114 East 57th street
New York, NY 10022
Tel: (212) 355-7212 fax: (212) 355-7209

David J. Graeber
437 East Emerald Ave.
Westmont, NJ 08108
Phone: 856-428-6160
david@davidgraeber.com

Email: leokaplan@mindspring.com

wiLLiam piTT

Visit my website for the largest online selection
of contemporary & antique paperweights at
competitive prices.
www.wpitt.com Email: wpitt@aol.com
16 Sconticut Neck Road #312 • Fairhaven, MA 02719
508-993-9434

Advertise Here!
Contact us for more information.
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